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Variables with comparable ordered categories are studied by assuming that these 
variables are manifestations of underlying continuous variables. A model is devel-
oped to analyze these catcgorical variables with iiiisclcissificd obsoi vatioiis. Specif-
ically, the means and variances of the variables are compared. Two approaches 
for estimating mean and variance have been developed. One assumes that the 
iiiisclassihccitioii probabilities arc known, and the other uses a double sampling 
scheme to obtain information on inisclassificatioii. Estimation procedures are 
developed and discussed for both approaches. Mx programnies are used to find 
paraineter estimates in both approaches. The iiiipleiiieiitation of the proposed 
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111 many research studies, researchers have to deal with categorical data. A 2-
(linieiisioiial square contingency t able is obtained when a sample of n observations 
is classilied with 2 categorical raiuloiii variables luiviiig the same iiuiiiber of cat-
egories. When these categorical variables are ordered but the absolute distances 
among them are imknown, one of the commonly approaches to analyze them is 
to relate them to imderlyiiig continuous variables. It is also a common practise 
to assume that the underlying continuous variables are bivariate normally dis-
tributed. 
Let r X r square contingency table be obtained from two polytomoiis variables Zi 
and Z2 and ordinal niinibers 1 to r have been assigned to these ordinal categories 
for convenience. A underlying normal model assumption relates these observed 
variables to the normally distributed continuous variables Xi and Xo by 
Zi = k if < X i < (\k+i for '/: = 1, 2; /r = 1,…， r , (1.1) 
where r is the number of categories of Zi and Z2, ai 二 -oo, ar+i = 00 and a = 
(q2, ...，av) is the vector of unknown thresholds. In many studies, it. is reasonable 
to assume that the row and column variables in a square table with comparable 
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categories share the same thresholds. 
Let Z 二（<Zi，Z2)t be the observed random vector with ordinal variables Zi and 
Z2； and X = (A'l, be its underlying continuous vector having the relation-
ship which is given by (1.1) and J^�N[/x，S], Since the location and dispersion of 
the polytomous variables are not defined, means and variances of the underlying 
variables are then compared in a relative sense in the analysis. To compare means 
and variances of A � a n d X2 relatively, X^ is taken to be the reference variable. 
Its population mean and variance is assumed to be E(A'i) = 0 and Var(A'i) = 1 
respectively. In other words, we have 
( \ ( \ 
0 1 f)(T2 
f.1 = and — . (1.2) 
y f"2 y y f)a2 J 
Let Q 二 ("’/"j，< 2^’ Q：)'厂 be the parameter vector of the model. The parameter 
p is the polychoiic correlation, ",2 and G\ are treated as the relative mean and 
variance of X-i- For example, if the location of X2 has shifted to the right of A � ’ 
the value of ".2 is positive, and if (t| is less than 1, the variation of A'2 is less than 
that of A'l-
With the model introduced in (1.1) and (1.2), let ^^ be the probability of an 
observation that falls in the (./:..y)t.,h cell, we have 
iij 二 Pr {Zi = i, Z2 二 j) 
=(I>2(Q;i+i，a'j+i;/x，S) - ^)2(ai+i，aj.;/^’S) 
— $ 2 ( c k i ， S ) + $2(a,i，aj； S ) , (1.3) 
where <I>2 (Qj. Qj； fi, S ) is the bivariate normal distribution function with mean 
/X and covariance matrix E as given in (1.2) and upper limits a,； and a) respec-
tively. Let n.ij be the observed frequency in the (i,j)th cell, then the maximum 
2 
likelihood estimate (MLE) of d can be obtained by maximizing the likelihood 
function E L i E;:=i 叫j In Co -
Such models have been used to conduct various analysis (see, e.g. Poon & Hung, 
1996; Poon, Leung & Lee 2002). In this model, it is assiiinecl that the data col-
lected is without misclassification. However, responses in many studies do not 
1.cfiect the true situation and data, with misclassification may be collected. Such 
inisrlassifiration may cine to participants' dishonesty or nioasurcinont. inaccuracy. 
The objective of this thesis is to develop statistical procedures for analyzing 
sc[\iaie contingency tal)les with comparable ordered categories and misclassifiecl 
data. Two approarhos arc df!v(�lop(�d. In the first approach, inisrlassifiration 
piol)a.l)ilities are assunied to be known or can be calibrated from available infor-
iiiatioii. In the second approach, these probabilities are assunied to be imknown 
aiul iiifonnatiou on misclassification is available in a data s(�t which is obtained 
from the double sampling scheme. 
Ill the double sampling scheme, it is assumed that, two devices are available for 
the classification of ])artif:ipants. One dovico is callcd t,h(�true classifier. It. is quite 
expensive but can classify participants correctly. On the other hand, a device is 
called the fallible classifier that is less expensive but may classify participants in-
rorrcrtly. That means, rosponsos of those partidpaiits which arc classified by the 
true classifier reflect the true situation and other responses obtained by fallible 
classifier may not reflect the true situation. 
TliP approach with known misclassification probabilities is developed in chapter 
2. Ill this approach, estimates are obtained by maximizing the log-likelihood 
equation, and an example based on real data is presented to illustrate the imple-
mentation of the proposed approach. The double sampling method is discussed 
in chapter 3, and estimates are obtained by the niiniminii chi-squared method. 




Estimation with Known 
Misclassification Probabilities 
2.1 Model 
We consider a r x r contingency table with ordered categories. For a data set of 
size 71, the imiiiber of observations in the A;)tli cell is denoted by n/,人,where h’ 
k = 1, ...，r. Some of the n subjects may have been misclassified. Let 
Xu 二 Xij = (i, j ) if the u-th subject actually belongs to the (z, j ) th cell; 
Zu = Zhk = (A, k) if the u-th subject is classified to the (" . A:)th cell; 
1 if the u-th subject is correctly classified, and 
0 otherwise; 
( 
1 if the u-th subject is classified to {h, /i;)tli cell 
"hku = \ 
0 otherwise. 
for u = 1, . . .，n. The random response vector Zu is used to represent the 
c lassification of the u-th subject and the true characterization vector X^ is used 
to represent the true status of the u-th subject. Several types of probabilities in 
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the model are defined and summarized as follows. 
(a) ^ij： The probability that a subject actually belongs to the (z, j ) th cell is 
P{Xu = Xjj) = ^ij, ?:, j 二 1’. • •. r, w = 1....，n, 
where t h e � / s are imknown parameters that satisfy 0 < < 1 and 
IZ7-1 ^ij = 1- Under the latent normal model introduced in (1.1), 
^ij is a function of (he threshold parameters,广/2, <^‘1 and p (see(1.2) and 
(1.3)). 
(b) Tiju: The probability of the ？i-siibject being classified correctly if the subject 
belongs to cell (z. j ) is 
— — ^ij) ~ Tiju, 
where t he Tiju 's are assumed to be known and are called the honesty prob-
abilities. Therefore, ( he probability of the w-subject being misclassified if 
the subject actually belongs to cell (?:，j) is given by 
P{Yu = = X,,) = 1 - Tiju. 
(c) ): The probability of a subject being classified into the category (/i, k) 
if the subject belongs to the category (?:’ j ) and is misclassified is 
P[Zu = Zhk\Xu = Yu 二 0) 二 -,hk(ij)： 
where the yhk(ij) 's are assumed to be known constants that satisfy 0 < 
7hk(i,i) < 1, 7ij(ij) = 0, and E L i E L i 7hk(ij) = 1 for all (z,j). 
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(d) TThkuThe probability that the u-subjcct is classified into the {h, /c)t.h cell is 
P{Zu = 2/ifc) = T^hku 
r r 
= H 啦 
1=1 j=l 
where ^ij is defined in (a) and 
丁hku if i = h and j = k 
^'lik(ij)= < 
lhk{ij){l — 丁iju) otherwise, 
are known constants. The derivation of this equality can be found in Appendix 
1. Moreover, the prol)ability of the a. subject, being classilied into (/),, k)th cell if 
tho siil.).j(�ct, is (_oiT(�(..t".ly classifird and actually holongs to {h. A;)th cell is equal to 
1. In other words, 
= = Yu = 1) = 1. 
2.2 Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
Based on the model in section 2.1, the log-likelihood function is then given by 
/ n r r \ 
/ = In nrir[[户(谷'二如 
\u=lh=lk=l / 
n r r 
= ^ ^ Y l n—u In P{ Zu = Zhk) 
u=l h=l k=l 
71 r r r r 
= l Y U iif^kuYn^Yl 咖财出 11�• (2-1) 
iL—1 h—l k~l z=l j=l 
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Let 6 = (p，//2, ^ "2’ a)T. The MLE 0 of 0 can then be obtained by solving the 
following set of likelihood equations 
。-ap — hu跃I广办 
0 = A = V V — x ^ 
d 时 台 坎 : j 
,� dl ^ dl dSii ^ 
where 
次 _ ^^ V^ V^ Hhku4^lik{ij)u 
and t.he analytical expressions of 
^ = ^ ^ ^Cii Y /9 2 � 
dd — V dp ‘ JiT^' 3(72 ‘ daTJ 卜.) 
can be foiiiid iii Appendix 2. The standard errors of the parameter estimates are 
given by the square root of diagonal element of the inverse of the information 
matrix, 
I — f — 1 / ^T^hku 彻hku、 
= 沾 & d e de^ ) 
where 
diTuku — S U i i'hk{ij)u^ij I d^ij 
~W 二 ^ = Z^ ._j�u~^, 
j=l j=l 
In order to implement this approach, a programme called Mx (Neale, et al. 1999) 
is used to find 6. Mx has been widely used to handle structural equation mod-
elling problciiis because of its flexibility on allowing matrix algebra iiiaiiipulatioiis 
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and user-friendly nature. The Mx programme, all materials and examples can 
be downloaded without cost. In the Mx programme, estimates are found by 
minimizing likelihood ratio which is 
n r r , \ 
2 X ] 5 m nhku In { — ^ 
= 2 E E I n ( ^r • ， , r ) (2.3) 
instead of maximizing the log-likelihood function (2.1). The estimates obtained 
by maximizing (2.1) and minimizing (2.3) are the same. 
2.3 Examples 
2.3.1 Example 1: A Real data set analysis 
A real data set is used to illustrate the implementation of the proposed procedure. 
The data set was taken from Leung, Wang, and Smith(2001), a study concerned 
with the perceived fairness of local employees who worked for international joint 
venture hotels in China. Respondents were asked to what extent they thought 
their salary was fair when compared with Zi = locals working in other joint ven-
ture hotels, and Zi = overseas managers. The scale for each item is a. 5-point 
disagree-agree scale. The data set is presented in Table 1. If it is believed that 
not all the respondents have told the truth, then niisclassificatioii results and the 
proposed procedure can be applied to analyze the data. In order to implement 
the proposed procedure, a set of 7/邮力 values was set and is presented in Table 2. 
To set the 了/！/：⑷）values, we based on the assumption that the respondents would 
only give one point scale lower rating on fairness than they actually perceived 
in one of the two questions with equal probabilities. For example, a respondent 
actually belonged to (Zi, Z2) — (3, 3) would only be misclassified to (Zi, Z2) = (2， 
9 
3) or (Zi, Z2) = (3, 2) with probability equal to 1/2. Based on this assumption, 
we can see that the respondents actually belong to the cell (Zi, Z2) = (1, 1) would 
not be classified to other cells. Therefore, another assumption is made. That is, 
we assumed that the respondents belong to (^1,^2) = (1, 1) are always telling the 
truth. Four different honesty probabilities, = = ^ij) 二 丁iju 二 1.0，0.9， 
0.8 or 0.7 for i.j = 1，...，5 and u = 1，…’ 180 except (i,j) = (1，1) were used. 
A Mx script that is used to obtain estimates and standard errors in this example 
can be found in Appendix 5. The built-in "User-defined fit function" is used to 
minimizing equation (2.3) and "SE" to obtain estimates and standard errors re-
spect.ively. The results are presented in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Most estimates 
increase or decrease sharply when Tij^  decreases from 1.0 to 0.7. For example, the 
estimates of //•_> decieaac from -2.54846 to -4.19305 as decreases. It indicates 
that tli(�r(�la1".iv(�moan will bo ovorostiinated if t,li(�possil)lo misclassificatioii is not 
taken into consideration. On the other hand, the standard errors obtained by Mx 
programme are quite small. However, we do not know how the Mx programme 
obtain the staiiclard errors and whether they are reliable. Therefore, another 
prograninie called R is used along to obtain standard errors by using the formula 
(2.2). R programme is free and it can handle multivariate integrations. A R 
script and results can be found in Appendix 6 and Table 3.3 respectively. We can 
see that the standard errors obtained by the two programmes are close. It may 
indicate that the standard errors obtained by the Mx built-in function are reliable. 
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2.3.2 Example 2: An Artificial Data for 3 x 3 Table 
In this example, 2000 observations are generated from a bivariate normal distri-
bution with 
/ \ / \ 
0 1 0.48 
fj, = and S = 
� - 0 . 5 y � 0 . 4 8 0.64 1 
and clcissificd into a 3 x 3 contingency table with a = (—0.4,0.6). Then, these 
observations are classified again by using a set of iiiisclassification probabilities 
which is presented in Table 4. Now, we have data with niisclassifications and it 
is preseiitcxl in Table 5.1. The proposed approach is used to analyze the data 
set. and results are presented in Table 6.1. The model introduced in chapter one 
, w i t h o u t Iiiisclassification, is also used to analyze this data set and results are 
presented in Table 6.2 for comparison. Standard errors are obtained by Mx and 
R in both approaches. They can be found in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. 
We can see that the results obtained by using known iiiisclassification are very 
close to the true values. It indicates that this model perforin quite well. However, 
some estimates obtained by the model without misclassification are worse. For 
example, we will get a point estimate oi p = 0.410079 which is only about two 
third of the true value if wc do not take iiiisclassification into consideration. On 
the other hand, standard errors obtained by Mx and R are similar. 
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Chapter 3 
Estimation by Double Sampling 
111 tlie previous chapter, a method to analyze data with known inisclassificatioii 
probabilities is introduced. If inisclassificatioii probabilities cannot be calibrated 
appropriately, the previous method cannot be used. Therefore, another method 
called double sampling (Tenenbein, 1972) will be introduced in this chapter when 
inisclassificatioii probabilities are not known. In the double sampling scheme, we 
assume two devices for classilicatioii are available. One is called true classifier that 
is expensive and can classify subjects correctly while the other is called fallible 
classifier that is less expensive but may classify subjects incorrectly. Totally N 
subjects are measured and classified using the fallible classifier, and a subsarnple 
of size n is drawn randomly from the N subjects and classified once again using 
the true classifier. In this scheme n out of the N subjects are classified by both 
devices and the leiiiaiiiiiig subjects are claysified by the fallible device only. The 
data structure of the double sampling scheme is presented in Table 7. nj^ is 
the number of subjects which have been classified into ("，/r)th cell using the 
fallible classifier only while nhk(ij) is the total number of subjects which have 
been classified into (i, j)t,h cell by the true classifier and the {h. A:)th cell by the 
fallible classifier. Moreover, Nhk is the total number of subjects which have been 
classified into {h, k)th cell using the fallible classifier and is equal to nlf. + nkk{++)-
12 
3.1 Estimation 
Let ^ij be the probability that a subject actually belongs to (?', j ) th cell for = 
1，... , r which is given in (1.3); Hhk be the probability that a subject is classified 
into ("，A:)tli cell for /i，A: = 1 , … . r by fallible device; and iphk{ij) be the probability 
that a subject is cltissificd into (/?,, k)th cell when it actually belongs to (?；, j)t.h 
cell. The MLE 己j o f a n d iphk(ij) of are respectively given by 
‘ = a n d (3.1) 
？ 八 仙(ij_) /Q O� 
= — (3.2) 
The derivations of (3.1) and (3.2) caii be found in Appendix 3. 
Let d = (/;, ".2’ (T2, a)7 be the parameter vector; and = C i ^ ) be a x 1 vector 
that stores the lexicographically ordered ^^'s for i, j = 1, •…r which depends on 
A * -N 
0; and ^ be its MLE with elements that are given by (3.1). The estimate d can 
be obtained by minimizing the function (see Yin and Pooii, 2007): 
G{e) 二 ( 广 渊 r w ) ’ (3.3) 
where fi is the modified covariance matrix of \ (see Appendix 4). The diagonal 
elements of which correspond to 我小 are given by 
。 本 M V V 论邮 J.) /O.N 
and off-diagonal elements that correspond to ‘ and for (i.j) + {i',j') are 
given by 
^ij^i'f — thk(ij)Ak{i'f) (3 5) 
a=l /c=l 
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and fi is obtained by replacing the unknown parameters in fl with their cor-
responding estimates. Details and derivations of (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5) can be 
found in Appendix 4. According to Ferguson (1958), 6 is consistent, normally 
distributed with mean vector 0 and a covariance matrix 
( ( i ) ^ 嘉 ) . _ 
The standard errors of 0 is the square root, of the diagonal elements of the matrix 
ill (3.G) with 6 being replaced by 6. 
The built-in function "User-defined fit function" in Mx is used to minimize func-
tion (3.3) to ol)tciiii estimates and R is used to compute standard errors by using 
formula (3.6). 
3.2 Example 
3.2.1 Example 3: An Artificial Data Example for 3 x 3 
Table 
In this example, we use the same data set as example 2. 600 observations out of 
2000 observations presented in Table 5.1 are randonily selected and classify them 
by true classifier. Now we have 600 observations are classified by both true and 
fallible classifier, and the remaining 1400 observations are classified by fallible 
clciasifier only. The data set is presented in Tabic 5.2. The results of this example 
are obtained by Mx and R, and are presented in Table 6.3. A Mx and R script 
can be found in Appendix 7 and Appendix 8 respectively. The estimates are close 
to the true values, and standard errors obtained by both programmes are similar 




111 this chapter, a siniiilation study was conducted to assess the performance of 
t he two approaches introduced in the previous chapters. In this siimilation study, 
there are totally (3 difleieiit designs witli dilfereiit coiiibiiiatioiis of paiaiiieters. 
A raiidoni sample of 2000 observations were generated from a bivariate normal 
distribution and to form a 3 x 3 2-dimensioiial contingency table by using a set 
of known parameters in each design. Note that each observation in this table is 
classified correctly. These observations were then classified once again by using 
the inisclassification probabilities in Table 4. Some of the observations were now 
iiiisclcissified. 
In the first approach, inisclassification probabilities are assumed to be known. 
Therefore, these 2000 observations were used and analyzed by the first approach 
with inisclassification probabilities in Table 4. 
Ill the second approach, misclassifiration probabilities are assumed to be unknown 
but some observations are classified once again by the true classifier. Therefore, 
600 of these 2000 observations were drawn randomly and classified once again by 
the tnie classifier. The second approach was then employed for analysis without 
making use of the inisclassification probabilities in Table 4. 
Ill this simulation study, standard errors are obtained by both programmes, Mx 
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and R. For each of the 6 designs, the number of simulation replications is 100. For 
each simulation, mean of the parameter estimates (MEAN) and the root mean 
squared error (RMSE) were computed to the true parameter value across the 100 
replications. In order to assess the accuracy of standard error estimate of each 
parameter, the standard deviation (SD) based on 100 replications and the mean 
of standard errors (MEANSE) across the 100 replications were used to compute 
the ratio RA = SD/MEANSE. If this ratio is close to one, it shows that the 
standard error estimates are accurate. 
The result of the simulation study is presented in Table 8. All MEAN are close 
to t heir correspoiuling tine values in each design in both approaches. Moreover, 
RMSE for all estimates are reasonably small in all design except when (J2 = 
1.414214. Althoiigli RMSE are larger than 0.1 when (72 = 1.414214, they are 
still acceptable. On the other hand, all ratios RA obtained by Mx and R are 





UndcM- some circiiinstaiices, researchers liave to deal with misclassification data. 
For example, participants may not tell the tnith in research studies, or researchers 
may use sun ogate variables instead of the variables of interest becauye of the difli-
culty to collect data or resomcc constraints.Two approaches have been developed 
ill this thesis to analyze data with misclassification. The first one assumes that 
iiiisclassification probabilities are known, and the other assiinies that true and 
fallible classifiers are available to calibrate data in the double sampling scheme. 
Both approaches are implemented by using Mx and their performances are satis-
factory from the results of simulation study. 
The first approach may have limited use in practice because of the known mis-
classification probabilities assumption. Misclassification probabilities are usually 
unknown in research studies. If it is the case, the second approach can be used to 
analyze data. However, a problem about how to choose n, the number of obser-
vations to be classified once again bv the true classifier, mav be arise. If n is too 
O w 7 w 
large, the cost may be very high since the true classifier is usually expensive. On 
the other hand, the results may be inaccurate if n is too small because the true 
classifier provides more accurate information. Therefore, the balance between 
the cost and accuracy should be considered when making decision. The issue of 
17 
optimal allocation still needs further study. 
Although we only focus on simple underlying model introduced in chapter 1, the 
procedure can be easily generalized to other models such as factor analysis model. 
For example, let X store the underlying continuous variables of observable poly-
tomoiis variables and it is related to another contiimoiis variables which are stored 
ill U. The relationship of these vectors is X = vU + e where X �N[/x，5]], 
U � N [ 0 , and e �N[0，y?] , and U is assumed to be uncorrelated with e. 
Therefore, we have another iinclerlying model which is normally distributed with 
/Lt = 0 and S = wdi^^ + if. Moreover, the proposed procedures can also be gen-
eralized to higher-cliiiiensional contingency tables. The theoretical developiiient 
becomes t cclioiiy but it will be easier if the cells of contingency tables are ordered 
lexicographically as we did in double sampling a,ppi,()a.di. However, there will be 
a heavy hurdcn on computation as other methods deal with iiinltivariate data. 
For example, the imniber of cells increases a lot as t he dimensionality increases. 
Therefore, t he required sample size may be significant ly large so that there are not 
many empty cells for estimation. The precision of estimates also decreases due 




Example 1: Leung, Wang, and Smith's data 
Zi = Local s\Z2 = Overseas 1 2 3 4 5 Total 
1 2 i 0 0 0 ^ 
2 8 3 0 0 0 11 
3 52 37 9 1 0 99 
4 18 22 14 5 2 61 
_5 1 2 1 1 1 ^ 
Total 81 65 24 7 3 180~ 
19 
Table 2 
Example 1: The value of jhk{ij) 
~Zi\Z2 Zi = 1 Z2 = 2 Z2 = 3 Z2 = 4 2^2 = 5 
'"'''•(11) lhk(,\1) 7/.fc(13) IhA-(ll) yhk(15) 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Zi = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
( ) ( ) ( } ( ) ( ) ( ) 0 O O P 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n o o o o o o n 
'">^(21) 7/,fc(22) 7;.A(23) ll,kC2l) 7/,AC>5) 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 
0 0 0 0 0 1/2 () 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 
Z i = 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ( ) ( ) ( ) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n () n 0 0 0 f) 0 ( ) ( } ( ) 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
">•'<'••(31) V,k(32) 7/,A-(33) T/.A(31) 7;,t(35) 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n o o o o o o o 
1 0 0 0 () 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 n 0 0 1/2 0 0 () 0 0 1/2 
Zi = :i () 0 0 0 0 1 / 2 () 0 0 0 0 1 / 2 0 I) 0 0 0 1 / 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 / 2 0 
f) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f) 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 
0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11) y/,/,•( 12) 7/,A( IH) ";,A(11) 7/,A( 15) 
n 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o o o o o o n o o o o o o o o 
0 0 0 1) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Z i = 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 () 0 () 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 
0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 I) 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n o o o n o o n n o () n o n o 
'•'''A(r.l) '>•'.^ •(52) 7;IA(53) ll,i(5l) 7/, A-(50) 
0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 () 0 () () 0 0 0 0 0 n 0 o () o o n o o () o o o o 
Z] = 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 
0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 1/2 0 
Zi: True perceived fairness when coinparec wit h locals working in other joint ven-
ture hotels 
Z'j： True perceived fairness when compared with overseas managers 
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Table 3.1 
Example 1: Parameter estimates with different misclassification probabilities 
Estimate 
Parameter 知 = 1 . 0 Tiju = 0.9 Tiju = 0.8 r;知—0.7 
J ) 0 . 4 5 3 7 0 1 0 . 4 6 8 8 6 1 0 . 4 7 7 1 0 9 0 . 4 8 3 9 9 2 ^ 
//.2 - 2 . 5 4 8 4 6 - 3 . 9 0 2 2 9 - 4 . 1 3 4 8 5 - 4 . 1 9 3 0 5 
1 . 7 1 6 1 2 2 . 6 4 0 2 9 2 . 7 7 3 8 8 2 . 8 0 6 3 1 
cvi - 2 . 7 0 9 3 8 - 4 . 3 8 0 6 5 - 4 . 7 9 7 9 6 - 5 . 0 5 4 6 7 
fV2 - 1 . 2 8 0 0 2 - 1 . 6 5 6 0 5 - 1 . 8 4 3 6 6 - 1 . 9 4 3 5 2 
0 . 3 1 6 3 5 0 . 2 6 5 7 0 5 0 . 1 9 4 5 2 3 0 . 1 0 6 2 6 4 
rv.i 1 . 7 ( 3 0 7 8 1 . 8 0 7 8 1 1 . 7 8 2 0 1 1 . 7 5 0 3 ( 3 
Table 3.2 
Example 1: Stanclaid enors obtained by AIx prograiiinie 
Mx standard errors 
Parameter 丁““ — 1.0 t ;知= 0 . 9 = 0.8 nj^ = 0.7 
p 0 . 0 7 5 9 3 1 4 0 . 0 8 2 8 3 8 7 0 . 0 8 9 2 1 2 8 0 . 0 9 6 9 4 7 8 
//o 0 . 2 5 1 1 7 3 0 . 6 2 3 6 3 3 0 . 6 7 5 3 2 7 0 . G 8 5 8 4 1 
rrv 0 . 1 9 7 6 7 5 0 . 4 G 7 0 9 9 0 . 5 0 3 5 0 8 0 . 5 1 7 2 1 8 
fvi 0 . 2 4 6 2 2 5 0 . 7 0 0 5 2 8 0 . 7 9 1 7 9 4 0 . 8 4 9 5 1 2 
a o 0 . 1 2 4 1 6 4 0 . 1 9 0 4 3 3 0 . 2 2 2 4 7 3 0 . 2 2 9 0 0 1 
n-3 0 . 0 9 3 1 4 1 6 0 . 0 9 8 0 G 2 6 0 . 1 0 3 2 8 7 0 . 1 1 0 8 5 G 
a-.i 0 . 1 G 8 2 0 3 0 . 1 7 7 7 4 3 0 . 1 8 0 0 9 3 0 . 1 8 2 2 9 6 
Table 3.3 
Example 1: Stanclarcl errors obtained by R programme 
R standard enors 
Paraineter Tiju = 1.0 Tiju = 0.9 r^u = 0.8 Tiju = 0.7 
p 0 . 0 7 5 1 5 7 0 . 0 8 5 1 3 1 0 . 0 9 2 7 3 9 0 . 1 0 0 4 4 7 
//2 0 . 2 8 1 2 7 3 0 . 6 4 6 5 0 1 0 . 7 6 7 5 0 2 0 . 8 0 3 6 2 
rT2 0 . 2 2 8 2 2 8 0 . 4 7 7 4 3 8 0 . 5 4 6 1 5 5 0 . 5 7 2 1 6 4 
fvi 0 . 2 8 4 2 2 1 0 . 7 2 3 9 0 8 0 . 8 9 0 4 1 0 . 9 7 5 9 3 5 
0 . 1 2 2 2 8 6 0 . 2 1 3 7 4 3 0 . 2 9 6 5 8 8 0 . 3 2 3 7 0 3 
0 . 0 9 3 6 8 0 . 0 9 7 9 8 2 0 . 1 0 2 6 6 0 . 1 0 8 0 8 1 
0 . 1 ( 3 6 3 8 4 0 . 1 7 7 7 6 5 0 . 1 8 0 1 7 6 0 . 1 8 1 9 5 4 
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Table 4 
The Misclassification probability il'hk{ij) used to generate data 
i^iik(ij) {h, k) 
{i, j) m ) (1,2) (1,3) (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (3,1) (3,2) (3,3) 
(1.1) 0.80 0.14 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 
(1.2) 0.08 0.80 0.06 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 
(1.3) 0.02 0.12 0.80 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 
(2.1) 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.80 0.10 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 
(2.2) 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.06 0.80 0.04 0.00 0.02 0.02 
(2.3) 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.08 0.80 0.02 0.00 0.04 
(3.1) 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.04 0.00 0.80 0.06 0.02 
(3.2) 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.80 0.04 
(3.3) 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.80 
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Table 5.1 
Example 2: The artificial data set for known rnisclassification probabilities 
Zi\Z2 1 2 3 Total : 
1 446 ^ ^ 
2 366 323 75 764 
_3 ' m m 542 
Total 967 797 236 2000 
Table 5.2 
Example 3: The artific ial data sot 
True Classification Fallible Classification (/?,, k) 
(z，j) U7l) (1, 2) (1, 3) (2, 1) (2，2) (2, 3) (3，1) (3, 2) (3，3)— Total 
(1，1) 120 25 0 6 0 ~0~~ 11 0 0 1G2 
(1. 2) 3 ~ 29 丄 - 0 一 2 0 ‘ 0 3 0 “ 38 
(1. 3) 一 0 0 ‘ 1 0 0 0 ^ 0 0 — 0 1 
( 2 , 1 ) 4 0 ‘ 0 ~ r u 8 1 2 0 — 0 1 2 6 
(2： 2) ~ ~ 0 1 2 2 72 ""“0 0 2 1 80 
(2. 3) 0 ~ ~ 0 — 1 0 0 19 0 0 0 - 20 
(3, 1) 0 0 “ 0 1 ~ ~ 2 0 ^ 38 4 — 1 46 
(3, 2) 0 ~ ~ 2 - () 2 5 1 ~ ~ 2 60 8 80 
(3, 3) I 0 I 0 I 3 I 0 I 0 I 2 I 2 I 2 I 38 II 47 — 
Total I 127 I 57 I 8 122 89 | 23 | 55 | 71 | 48 || 600 
Fallible 
Device Only 319 1G8 15 244 234 52 100 | 178 | 90 || 1400 
Grand Total 44G 225 23 3G6 323 75 155 249 138 2000 
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Table G.l 
Example 2: Estimates for the artificial data with known misclassification 
Paraineter True Value Estimate Mx Standard Errors R Standard Errors 
~p ( 1 6 0 . 5 6 5 6 7 9 0 . 0 3 2 1 2 7 7 0 . 0 3 2 5 0 6 3 6 
//2 - 0 . 5 - 0 . 4 7 7 7 8 9 0 . 0 3 9 8 4 4 5 0 . 0 3 9 8 1 6 6 5 
(72 0 . 8 0 . 8 2 2 7 5 1 0 . 0 4 5 4 3 1 7 0 . 0 4 5 4 4 3 5 5 
a i - 0 . 4 - 0 . 4 1 6 3 8 5 0 . 0 3 2 2 2 1 3 0 . 0 3 2 2 8 3 6 9 
0 . 6 0 . 5 7 2 3 1 3 0 . 0 3 5 0 1 1 5 0 . 0 3 4 9 9 8 4 1 
Table G.2 
Example 2: Estimates for the artificial data without misclassification 
Parainetor True Value Estimate Mx Standard Errors R Standard Errors 
J ) ^ 0 . 4 1 0 0 7 9 0 . 0 2 4 7 3 4 9 0 . 0 2 9 2 9 4 2 3 
//2 - 0 . 5 - 0 . 3 5 8 8 5 0 0 . 0 3 0 9 2 0 3 0 . 0 3 4 3 4 2 5 0 
0 . 8 0 . 8 1 5 1 1 7 0 . 0 3 4 4 G 5 4 0 . 0 3 8 7 4 G 7 1 
a i - 0 . 4 - 0 . 3 9 4 9 9 G 0 . 0 2 8 7 6 5 7 0 . 0 3 0 4 C 7 9 C 
(V2 O.G ()• ( 3 0 8 0 7 8 0 . 0 3 0 0 3 7 7 0 . 0 3 2 4 2 0 6 8 
Tabic G.3 
Example 3: Estimat e.s for the artificial data, by (lou])le sampling met hod 
Parameter Tnie Value Estimate Mx Staiiclard Errors R Standard Errors 
J) Kg 0 . 5 9 7 8 8 4 0 . 0 2 5 2 9 5 4 0 . 0 2 6 3 1 3 4 2 
11.2 - 0 . 5 - 0 . 4 6 8 2 7 5 0 . 0 4 3 0 7 8 0 0 . 0 4 2 5 8 8 6 5 
cr2 0 . 8 0 . 8 3 3 8 7 2 0 . 0 4 9 4 0 4 2 0 . 0 4 7 7 8 0 7 8 
Q i - 0 . 4 - 0 . 3 7 2 0 3 1 0 . 0 3 7 2 5 5 4 0 . 0 3 7 1 8 2 8 2 
( ) . 6 0 . 6 0 0 2 4 1 0 . 0 4 0 2 0 6 0 0 . 0 4 0 1 6 3 3 6 
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Table 7 
Data structure in a double sampling scheme 
True Device Fallible Device (/?,，k) 
(“） (1, 1) ••• (1, r) . . . (r, 1) ••• [r，r) Total 
(1，1) "11(11) … ’".Ir(ll) . . . "rl(ll) … ."7-7-(ll) ."++(11) 
(1，''') ".ll(lr) … .".Ir(lr) . . . ''Wljlr) … l>rr{lr) '"'++(17.) 
(.'.,1) ".11(7.1) . . . '>>lr{r[) ... Hrl(rl) ... 'lhr{rl) ''>++{rl) 
(7.’ 7.) ？^ll(T-r) .•• n\r{rr) . . . . . . th.r{rr) ."++(rr) 
Total '几 11(++) I • • • I nh.(++)T... ？ I . . . I •^ •r7-(++) II n 
F a l l i b l e n f] 
Device Only ；7� . . . … n*^  . . . n* 




First approach Second approach 
e True Value Mean RMSE I^ A by Mx RA by R Mean RMSE I^ A by Mx | RA by R 
—p 0.2 1197(37 0 . 0 3 8 4 ^ 1.05934 1.05898 0.19907 " 0.038298 “ 1.08289 “ 1.08694 
0-2 ~ ^ 0 1 5 0 0.03304r 0 . 8 7 2 ^ ~ 0.8742T~ 0.20137 “ 0.040465 0.92613 0.92981 
a894427 0.893G0 ~0050376 0.91721 0.91872 0 . 8 8 6 ^ 0.060088 1.04440 1.04614 
-0.4 -0.39694 ().Q30"9^ 0.95738 0.9565^" -0.39612 0.039217 — 0.97928 — 0.98083 
0.4 0.40265 0.028082 0.82921 0.83043 0.39780 0.040043 1.03852 1.04160 
° 1 9 5 2 9 0.04174r 1.07841~ 1.0791?^ 0.19133 = 0.045075 1.18282 = 1.18695 
0.5 0.49931 0 .0474l^ 1.01113 1.0145Y~ 0.49767" 0.054992 “ 1.07754 “ 1.08300 
~~0894427 0.90029 0 . 0 5 8 ^ 0.98594 0.9889^ 0.88875 " 0.061294 “ 1.02253 “ 1.02683 
-0.4 -0.4()()87 ~01k^205 1.12065 1.120lT~ -0.40072 0.037877 “ 0.94895 “ 0.95088 
0.4 ().39795 0.036363 1.07822 1.07968 0.39820 0.043359 1.134(32 1.1374厂 
Tr29916 0 . 0 3 7 ^ 1.07932 1.07956^ -0.29898" 0.038640 = 1.14249 = 1.14572 
0.2 "ITlOSOO 0.()43Mr 1.03648 1.0368y~ 0.19707' 0.046061 “ 0.92022 ~ 0.92200 
~~(r894427 0.89652 " O i M ^ 1 . 0 7 3 4 ^ 1.07435 0.90535 " 0.()56331 1.09580 “ 1.10045 
-0.4 "^39984 0.029058 0 .900M~ 0.90040 -0.40150" 0.033381 0.83970 “ 0.84139 
g . , O.G ( ) . 5 9 8 ( ) 9 0 . 0 3 7 4 9 1 1 . 0 6 8 9 5 1 . 0 6 9 9 7 0 . 5 9 8 8 2 0 . 0 4 2 7 5 4 1 . 0 6 4 5 2 1 . 0 6 8 1 9 
^ ^ 0.2 0.19615 ().()43G41 0.99635 0.99426 0.048621 1.17078 1.18586 
"7^7 1 1). 99990 0.063671 1.01180 1.01330 0.99880 0.063639 0.99452 0.9982厂 
0.894427 0.89040 0 . 0 6 8 ^ 1 . 0 8 5 5 ^ 1.08665 0.88338 _ 0.060296 0.98351 “ 0.98626 
-0.4 "^39674 0.0329()0 1 . 0 0 7 8 ^ 1.00777" -0.39360" 0.039064 0.98355 ~ 0.98710 
0.6 ().(30()24 0.035975 1.02454 1.02503 0.59G08 0.041420 1.05877 1.06255 
0.19808 0.037909 1 . 0 4 2 4 ^ 1.()423$= 0.19887= 0.037904 1.07418 “ l.()7.598 
0.2 1 2 0 3 7 5 0 . 0 5 2 ^ 1.06361 0.20361" 0.059995 1.05065 “ 1.053G7 
1.414214 1.42599 0.1100G9 1.04724~ 1.04736 1.42165" 0.111419 1.04197 “ 1.04524 
-0.4 1 4 0 4 2 8 0.038952 1 . 1 9 9 9 ^ 1.1997T~ -0.40597' 0.036153 ~ 0.91074 “ 0.91204 
a2 0.4 0.40171 0.033480 0.99410 0.99435 0.39641 0.035293 0.92112 0.92381 
TTlOail 0.042174 1 . 1 1 3 2 ^ 1 .1119~ 0.19470" 0.041198 1.12747 =1.12658 
0.5 ""050300 0.057G57 0 . 9 6 8 0 ^ 0.9680"^ 0.51051" 0.066771 0.99193 “ 0.99634 
~~~014214 1.41271 0.107105 1 . 0 0 5 4 ^ 1.00536 1.43154— 0.120727 “ 1.07505 1.08331 
-0.4 -0.39452 0.031130 0.95047 0.9501"^ -0.39688 0.034737 0.88480 “ 0.88707 
0.4 0.40215 I 0.030841 I 0.91479 0.91476 0.40021 | 0.037309 | 0.98025 0.98228 
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Appendix 1: The derviation of the expression for P{Zu 二 ；z/ifc) 
The analytical expression of P{Zu = Zhk) in section 2.1 is derived as follows. By 
using the notation used in section 2.1 and the results 户(Z = == :jChk,Y = 
0) = 0 and I\Zu = ；z/,a；I不‘ =Xij, K = 1) = 0 if i + h or :j — "’ we have 
r r 
= z,,) = ； = = = l)P{Yu = liX. = 
t=l j=l 
+ PiZu = = X,,, n = 0 ) P ( n = = X,,)] P(Xu = X,,)} 
=P{Zu = = au, K = l ) P ( y . = = x,,)P{Xu = XHk) 
+ = zn,\Xu = = 0)p(v； 二 = = xuk) 
+ E E = 办 = cc,,-, n = 1)F(V； = = X,,) 
i补 
+ = = = = = X,；)] nXu = x,i)} 
r r 
？ = 1 j = l 
where 
_ / Thku if i = h arid j = k 
� 叫 ‘ 加 = I - otherwise. 
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Appendix 2: The analytical expressions of d^ij/dO 
From (1.3), we can see that to find d^ij/dd, we have to find (cvi, /Lt, S ) /d6. 
Let A be the correlation matrix to the covariaiice matrix E and let a* = 
{(Vj — //.2) /(T2, wc have <I>2 (^ Vi, cvj； S ) = (I>2(aj. (Y*; 0, A), where 0 is a vector 
of zeros. The analytical expressions are as follows. 
r9a>2(ai,a,;/x,S) 沙公2(«,. a ; ; 0’ A) / a* - pai \ 
M = ：^  二 (？ CVi (：& 71 2W2 ’ 
dQi cJai \(1 - p^Y''^ J 
1 ( cxj - pa] \ 
帅 “ T ] ; , � = - 丄 特 GFS^)， 
where o and (I) are the uiiivaiiato standard noniial density and (listribiitioii func-
tions respectively, and 02 the bivariate noniial density with mean 0 and corre-
lation matrix A. 
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Appendix 3: The derivation of and 'ijjhk(ij) 
In this section, we derive the results of (3.1) and (3.2). First we let 
T = tij = {i,j) if a subject, is classified to the 
(y', j ) th ccll by the tnio classificr, 
F = 人=(//.. k) if a subject is classified to the 
(//,, k)th roll by tho fallible rlassificr. 
Thereioie. P{T = t,j) = “ � r { F = /,,) = tt",, and P{T = t�” F 二 /",.)= 
By using these proloabilites, the joint likelihood [unction can be ob-
tained and is pmpoitioiml to 
厂 = n n n n • (八.” 
/)=i L 1=1 j=i . 
Let 
入 hk(ij) = ’ （A-」） 
• T^lik 
then the log-likelihood function (A.l) becomes 
7- P � 7’ r 
In L = y ^ y ^ {Nkt, — n/a-(++)) InTT^ k + ^ ^ I n (hk{ij)7^hk) 
h=l k=l L '：二 1 -
r r r r r r 
= H Nkk In + X ^ X ^ S X l 叫>明)hi 入丨邮 j) • 
h=l k=l h=l k=l 1=1 j = l 
By niaxiniizing the above equation with two constraints Yl]i=i = 1 and 
^hk{ij) = 1, we can obtain two MLEs 
hk = 举 , a n d (A.3) 
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W 力 = ( A . 4 ) 
From (A.2), we have 
1 人hk[ij)兀 hk 
n^hk{ij) = ’ 
(ij 
and iisiiig Ylh=i ,A.-{ij) = 1’ we have 
r r 
^ij = 兀iif^Xkk�）• (A.5) 
ii=i k~\ 
By using the invariance property of the iMLE, the J\1LE of and 於“人⑷）are 
obtained as follows: 
2 — >；^八W?/i.fc(“） 
sij = y y ， 
少 剛 = T j - f - -
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Appendix 4: The derivation of the results in Chapter 3.1 
For simplicity, a single index system, for the notations in Appendix 3 and Chapter 
3 are used in this section. That is, K{u), and tt” are used to replace 
^ij, ^^hk(ij), and tt"人.respectively. Moreover, is a rr x 1 vector stores ^^s, 
and the u-th element is given by (see (A.5)) 
vr 
Ml = ^ 7r,;A,;(u) 
t;=i 
八本 
and ^ is its MLE with eleiiieiits given by (3.1) where v. r = 1 , . . . . rr. 
A * -八- 八 
Let T he the covariMiice matrix of ^ . and 11 with elements given by (A.3), A„ 
wit h olcineiits given by (A.4) and ^ be the MLE's of IT = (tti, 7r2,..., tt,.,.)^, 
八"=(Ai(«), Ao(„). •..，A,.,.(,,))7’ and C = (Af ’ ,...，A;,;., )'尸 respectively. By 
the delta method (Rao. 1973, p.388), we know that 
r = ) = - ^ C o v ( C )每 (A.6) V ( K 
where the ii-tli row of is 
灭 = 〈 阮 ’ Z ^’ . . .，旧而 J ’ 騰 I 
^ = ( d^ u du d � \ (A 8) 
g八/ \dX\(l) ‘ dX2{l) ‘ ^Kr{l)J 
d ^ ^ f ^ d ^ (A.9) 
^n \07Ti ‘ dTT2 ‘ ‘ dlTrr J 
for u, I = 1, ...，rr. For u + /，d^^/dAi = 0 where 0 is a 1 xrr vector of zeros. 
A /s 
The asymptotic covariance matrix Cov{Q of C can be easily obtained by using 
Lemma 1 in Tenenbein (1972, p. 201) which are: 
V / " , , . � = M l ^ (A.IO) 
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= (A.ll) 
V ⑴ 认 ⑷ ) = � — 入 + ) ) (A.12) 
niTy 
(""，(升”，乂”⑷）=('Ov{7ry, = (，"•'’(、�’ h{ii)) = 0, (A.13) 
for all u,v, k = 1,... .rr and v + k. Note that (A.12) and (A.13) hold asymp-
totically, and are accurate in terms of 1/n. From (A.10) to (A.13), we know 
that Cor(^) is a diagonal block matrix whcro tho first rr blocks on the diagonal 
are covariance matrix of A；, Coi;(A/), I = 1.. . ., rr which is a diagonal matrix 
with el(�iii(�iit.‘s givoii l)y (A.12), and the la«t block is the covariance matrix of 
fr. C'(>t'(fl), with oU i^noiits l)y (A. 10) on its diagonal and with off-diagonal 
olciiicuits given by (A.ll) . Alter getting Cov{Q), we now can find T by using 
(A.G) to (A.9) and '^v(u) = 1 ior all u. 
The '/-til diagonal element oi. T if given by 
Vorii.) 
广 ( k � ( (Ku \ T 丄 ‘(Ku 广,台、/ d�L \ T 
rr / N 2 rr / \ 2 
. . ⑷ 仏 i ) 
^ 7rv(l - TTv) f iv'^v[u) \ " 
^ N V tt, y 
V—\ \ z 
—^ f《為U) \ A _ C為u) \ (1 - y^ 
二 ；、八—丁M : ” & ^ 
二 7 广 ] 7 � � I V ’ 
\ w=i / \v=i / 
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and the ("’/)-t.h element of Y is given by 
CoviLii) 
=而('�i’(n)(而) 
t \d7Tj yonj L g \d7Tj \d7Tj 
^ N V TT, j \ J ^； ^ V N ) \ IT, J \ TTfc 
_ CuO (V^ — � 
H(n\.ev(�r. \v(�cannot apply this result cliroctly to minimize 
t o obtain the estimates. The niatiix Coi'(n) is not full rank clue to the constraints 
tt,’ = 1 and XTiLi 升” = 1 - As a result, T is not invertiblc. Therefore, 
a modified invertible covavicince matrix fi is used instead of T. According to 
Ferguson (1958), we delete the last eleinnt of n and n to obtain 11. and n_ 
which are rr - 1 vectors. Moreover, that is a, {rr — 1) x (/•/• - 1) matrix 
can be obtained by simply deleting (he last row and coliiniii of Cor(11); and 
D{Il) is a rr x rr diagonal matrix with TTy/N be its "-th eleinent. It can be 
shown that 
(n - n_f {Covin ))-\u - n j = (n- uf{D{n))-\n — n). 
By this result and using the fact that the matrix Cov{() is a diagonal block 
niatirx, an r?, x rr invertible matrix Q can be obtained by replacing the last 
diagonal block of C.V;('(C), (,w，(fl)，by £>(11) and repeats the steps for obtaining T 
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introduced before. Then it is easy to show t.liat, elements in (3.4) are the diagonal 
elements and elements in (3.5) are the off-diagonal elements of ft respectively. 
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Appendix 5: A sample Mx programme of example 1 
#NGroups 1 
Find MLE with known misc lass i f i ca t i on probabil ity ！t i t le 
Data Nlput=0 
Begin Matrices; ！define variables 
F f u l l 25 1 f i x ！Total number of observations 
T f u l l 4 2 !T stores thresholds 
5 Symml 2 2 ！S stores sigma_2 
C Symml 2 2 ！C stores rho 
M f u l l 1 2 ！M stores mean 
G f u l l 25 25 f i x 
B f u l l 5 5 f i x 
E f u l l 1 2 f i x 
H f u l l 25 25 f i x ！H stores 1-tau 
J diag 25 25 f i x ！J stores tau 
1 f u l l 1 1 f i x 
End Matrices; 





Speci fy S 
0 
0 5 
Speci fy C 
0 
6 0 
Speci fy M 
0 7 
Matrix T ！Initial ize parameters 
- 0 . 2 5 -0 .25 
0 0 
0.5 0.5 












Matrix B ！Contingency table 
2 1 0 0 0 
8 3 0 0 0 
52 37 9 1 0 
18 22 14 5 2 
1 2 1 1 1 
Matrix G ！Values of gamma 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ！Row variable = Z_1 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ！Column variable = Z_2 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0.5 0 
Matrix I 
2 
Value 180 F 1 1 to F 25 1 
Value 0.1 H 1 1 to H 25 25 
Value 0.9 J 1 1 to J 25 25 
Begin Algebra; 
P = \allint(S&C_M_E_T)； ！P i s true c l a s s i f i c a t i o n 
D=\m2v(P)； ！probabil it ies 
A=(H.G+J)'*D; ！A i s misc lass i f i ca t ion 
End Algebra; ！probabilites 
Compute I*(\sum(\m2v(B) . (\ln(\m2v(B)y.F7.A)))); ！Minimize equation (2.3) 
Options User-defined 
Options SE ！find standard errors 
End 
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Appendix 5: A sample Mx programme of example 1 
library(mvtnorm) #ca l l out a package 
es t imate< - read . tab le ( " c : / eg l / tau l . t x t " ) #estiinates are stored in tau l . tx t 
gainma<-read.table("c:/egl/gamma.txt“) #gainma table is stored in gamma.txt 
gainma<-as. matrix (gamma) 
N<-180 #Total no. of observations 
nthd<-4 #No. of thresholds 
nvar<-2 #No. of variables 
npara<-7 #No. of parameters 
tau<-0.9 #Assigned tau value 
misprob<-diag(rep(taii,(nthd+1广2)) + (1-tau)*gamma #Misclassi f icat ion probabi l i t i es 
z<-matrix(rep(0,(nthd+l)*(nthd+2)),nrow=(nthd+l)) 
f o r (k in 1:(nthd+1)) { 








f o r (1 in 2:nthd) { 
tempK-c (tempi，rep (alpha [1] , nthd)) } 
temp2<-matrix(c(tempi，rep(beta,nthd))，ncol=nvar) 
temp3<-rbind(0,(cbind(0,matrix(dmvnorm(temp2,c(0,0),covariance),nrow=nthd,byrow=T),0))，0) 
roundrho<-z7.*7.tempS'/.*7.t (z) #partial x i / part ia l theta 
roundalpha<-matrix(rep(0,(nthd+1)"2*nthd),nrow=nthd) #partial alpha/ part ial theta 
temp9<-matrix(rep(0,(nthd+2)"2),nrow=(nthd+2)) 
f o r (m in l :nthd) { 
temp5<-matrix(rep(0,(nthd+2)"2),nrow=(nthd+2)) 
temp6<-matrix(rep(0，(nthd+2)"2),nrow=(nthd+2)) 
temp7<-(beta-rho*alpha[m]) / ( l -rho"2)"0.5 
temp8<-(alpha-rho+beta[m]) / ( l -rho"2)"0.5 
temp5 [(m+1) , ] <-dnorm(alpha [m] ,mean=0, sd= 1) • c (0, pnorm (temp?,meaii=0, sd= 1)，1) 
temp6 [ , (m+1)]<-dnorm(beta[m],mean=0,sd=l)*c(0,pnorm(temp8,mean=0,sd=l),l)/sigma 
roundalpha [m, ] <-c (t (z'/.*'/. (temp5+temp6) 7.*7.t ( z ) ) ) 
temp9<-temp6+temp9 
} 
rouncimu<-zy.*%(-temp9)'/.*y.t(z) #partial mu_2/ part ial theta 
roundsigma<-z%*7.(-temp9y.*y.diag(c(0,beta,0)))7.*y.t(z) #partial sigma_2/ partial theta 
templl<-rep(0,nthd"2) 
forCj in 1 : (nthd-2) ) { 
templ2<-pmvnorm(lower=c(-Inf,-Inf), upper=temp2[j, ]， mean=c(0,0), sigma=covariance) 




f alseprob<-t (misprob) °/o*'/.c (t (templ5)) 
templ7<-(matrix(c(t(roundrho) ,t(roundmu) ,t(roundsigma) ,t(roundalpha)) ,nrow=npara,byrow=T))y.*%misprob 
SE<-sqrt (diagCsolve( (templ77.*y.solve(diag(c(f alseprob) ))%*y.t (tempi?))*N))) #standard errors 
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Appendix 5: A sample Mx programme of example 1 
#NG 1 
To f ind estimates by minimizing the modified chi-sqaure G ！ t i t l e 
Data NI=0 
Begin Matrices; ！define variables 
c f u l l 1 9 f i ！total number of obs . , N 
i f u l l 1 9 f i ！number of obs. by true c l a s s i f i e r , n 
X f u l l 10 9 f i ！contains observations 
k unit 9 1 
r zero 1 2 
o symm 2 2 f r ！covariance matrix 
y Stan 2 2 f r ！correlation matrix 
q f u l l 2 2 f r ！threshold matrix 
s f u l l 1 2 f i 
z f u l l 1 2 f r ！mean matrix 
u f u l l 1 10 f i 
V zero 9 1 
End Matrices； 
Matrix x ！ f i rst 9 rows are n_hk( i j ) 
120 25 0 6 0 0 11 0 0 
3 29 1 0 2 0 0 3 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 0 0 111 8 1 2 0 0 
0 1 2 2 72 0 0 2 1 
0 0 1 0 0 19 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 2 0 38 4 1 
0 2 0 2 5 1 2 60 8 
0 0 3 0 0 2 2 2 38 
446 225 23 366 323 75 155 249 138 ！last row i s N_hk 





1 . 0 1 . 0 

















Value 600 i 1 1 to i 1 9 
Value 2000 c 1 1 to c 1 9 
Vaule 1 u 1 10 
Begin Algebra; 
b = u*x; ！N_hk 
j = (\v2d(k)|v)*x; ！n_hk(ij) 
a = k，*j; ！n_hk(++) 
d = b°/oC ； ！ inisc lassi f icat ion probabi l i ty , pi_hk 
e = d7.a; 
f = j * (\v2d (e ) ) ; 
p = f•k; ！true c lass i f i ca t i on probabi l i ty , x i _ i j 
w = ( ( \ v 2 d ( p ) ) - ) * f ; ！ps i_ j ( i ) 
g = w*((\v2d(d))~)*w'； ！summation p s i _ j ( i ) p s i _ j ( i ' ) / p i _ h k 
h = p*((p ' )7 .c ) ； ！pi_hk*pi_h'k'/N 
1 = (g.h + \v2d((- (\d2v(g)) . (\d2v(p*p'))+p')7.i))~； ！omega inverse 
End Algebra; 





Appendix 5: A sample Mx programme of example 1 
1ibrary(mvtnorm) 
a lK- read . table (__ c : / eg3 / tab le . txt ”) 
estimate<-read•table("c : /eg3/estimate.txt“) 
a l K - a s .matrix(all ) 
N<-2000 
n<-600 
z<-matrix(c(1 ,-1,0 ,0,0,1,-1,0,0,0,1,-1) ,nrow=3,byrow=T) 









temp<-nj i7.*%diag(c (f a lseprob/nj ) ) 
trueprob<-temp%*%c(rep(1,9)) 
wji<-solve(diag(c(trueprob)))%*7.temp 
temp2<-(wji%*7.solve(diag(c(f alseprob)) ))%*%t (wji) 
temp3<-trueprob'/,*y.t (trueprob) /N 
temp4<-temp2*temp3 












templ3<-(beta-rho*alpha[2] ) / ( l -rho-2)"0.5 
templ4<-d.norm(alpha[2] ,mean=0,sd= 1)*c(pnorm(templ3,mean=0,sd= 1) , 1) 
templ5<-rbind(0，0，cbind(0，t(templ4)),0) 






templ9<-matrix(c (t (roundrho) , t (roundmu) ,t (roundsigma) , t (roundalphal) , t (roiindalpha2)),nrow=5,byrow=T) 
covariance<-solve (templ97.*y.solve (omega) %*%t (templ9)) 
SE<-sqrt (diag(covariaiice)) 
wr i te . table (SE,"c : / eg3 /SE.txt “ , row.names = F, col.names = F) 
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